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The HM 160 is a “cute”

little airplane and a quick
build; I did one in five
months. But, it is not very
practical. One problem
that I have encountered
with both Fleas that I
have built is proper loca-
tion of the CG. When I
finished my plans built
HM 290E with a Rotax
277 engine the CG was 12
inches behind where it
should have been. The
fuselage was lengthened
40 inches, pilot moved
forward 14 inches and
the engine forward 20
plus inches. The CG now
was right on the money.
With the engine used on
the HM 160 weighing 75
lbs. a proper CG will
allow a 100 lb. pilot.

The impression I get is
that most Fleas are
designed for 150 lb.
engines and 100 lb. pilots.
If you look at the Fleas in a
side view it is fairly appar-
ent that CG location may
be a problem outside the
original design limits for
pilot size.

The plans for the HM
160 are very detailed and
well drawn. Care needs to
be taken, however. In my
Flea building experience,
I found some mounting

holes are best left until
assembly rather that
drilling them per the
plans.

Also, wood will not do
what it is sometimes
asked to do on the plans.
For example: the lower
fuselage longerons could
not be bent in one piece
and had to be laminated.

I, personally, don’t think
that dimensions such as
120 degrees, 45 minutes
should be used on plans
for homebuilders. Most

conventional home-
builders don’t have the
means to make this
measurement.

Rather than the spring
steel landing gear shown
on the plans was not
used. Weight of this is
given as 19 lbs. I built a
conventional gear of
tube and saved 11 lbs.

One plus is the size of
the cockpit. As small as
the airplane is, the cock-
pit is very roomy. Great
for a larger person but, it

might be too wide. I was
told by Frank Easton that
fuselage width has an

Coninued on page 2
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The HM 160

One of Julius Junge’s homebuilt Flying Fleas.
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effect on rudder response. Narrow
is better.

With the tail skid, I suspect that
ground handling will be terrible to
master.

The paint system is unconven-
tional. Fabric is sealed with a cross
coat of True Value Weatherall
acrylic latex applied with a foam
brush. Black is used for some UV
protection. The color coat is an
acrylic gloss latex made by Bruning
Paint Co., coverage is great. Only
one gallon of color was used with
HVLP spray rig. I think it can be
used with a roller. Clean up is bet-
ter with water. I can recommend it.

All in all, I can’t say that the HM
160 is anything other than an odd-
ity. A stretched 290 or 293 will be
much better if you intend to fly.

Work needs to be done on a
“PouLe Americaine” for the larger
American pilot. A Flea that will
carry a pilot weighing 175 to 200
lbs. using one of the modern
engines. I think Yves Millien’s con-
cept is a place to start. Any ideas?

Julius Junge
14860 Watson Rd. #3
Von Ormy, TX 78073
julius@wireweb.net

Hello POU Gents,
I’ve dropped out of everything,

including the EAA, after 45 years.  Chalk
it up to 9-11, Enron and aging .  Howev-
er, I’ve had a change of heart and wish
to renew my expired POU RENEW
membership.

Small error in Gary Gower’s “La
Bamba” story.  Henri Mignet held US
Private Pilots License No. 57082,
issued late in 1938 while he was domi-
cile with Claude Coulanges in Chica-
go.  He most likely took his PPL exam-
ination in a Cub, because the HMs
were ineligible, being experimental.

John Underwood
2054 W Mountain St, 
Glendale, CA  91201

THE HM 160
Continued from page 1 Need to Bend Some Wood?

Sometimes a structure will call for a piece of bent wood. In order to bend it,
the wood will have to be heated. The time honored way of doing this is with
steam. But, just about any means of providing sufficient heat will do because it
is the heat, not the moisture that makes the wood pliable.

Almost any wood can be made to bend but ash is, by far, the best. It is
important that the wood to be bent have a very straight grain. Even when prop-
erly prepared, a piece can break if the grain is crooked.

For steaming I use a Wagner wall paper steamer. A chamber for the wood
can be made from a piece of metal down spout. I have several different lengths.
The hose from the steamer is placed in one end of the down spout and a rag is
stuffed around it. Wood is placed in the other end with a rag stuffed around it.
Generally, when the down spout is too hot to touch, the wood is ready to bend.

I’ve found that thinner pieces are easier to bend and are laminated after
bending. After steaming, clamp in place and let dry over night. Glue all the
pieces the next day and reclamp. Sometimes the clamping pressure required
for the initial shaping is too much to allow the glue to be used. After the wood
has dried and taken the shape, the clamping pressure can be much less.

Plywood is sometimes used on the leading edges of wings. Attaching this
can be a hassle. There is a way to prebend the plywood with relative ease. Take
a piece of aluminum or steel tubing, 1 1/2 to 2 inches in diameter, about six or
eight inches longer than the width of the plywood. Attach to a stand similar to
a clothing rack. It only has to be 36 inches tall or so. Attach a piece of wood
across the rack so that one edge of the plywood can be fastened down. Place
this so that the apex of the LE curve is centered on the tube. Weight the free end
of the plywood with whatever is at hand. Run the hose from the steamer in one
end of the tube. Stuff both ends lightly with rags. There should be steam com-
ing from both ends.

All you have to do now is wait. After an hour or so the plywood will be bent
over the tube. Let cool over night. There will be some spring back but the ply
will fit the ribs and shouldn’t take much pressure to conform to the rib ends.

If you’re anything like me, you’ll find excuses to bend wood after the first
piece is done. It’s a lot of fun.

Julius Junge
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The rain season is still here, and the dry lake
has lots of water (about 1 ft.).  This happens every
year, so I have to wait until around January next
year to be able to continue with the test flights of
the Pouchel... 

My experience with the Pouchel is not enough
to land in the Club’s grass strip.  I definitely need
more experience (time) with the Pouchel in the
dry lake before trying to land in a narrow (50 ft.)
strip.

I only had 5 short flights before the lake was
muddy because of the raining season, and I
admit, I did not feel comfortable with my pilot-
ing of the Pouchel.

All my experience is in hang gliders (28 years)
and trikes (12 years), so I need a little more
"stick" time to feel the Pou wing, which is differ-
ent than "wrestling" with the triangle of the hang
glider and trike wing.

Also I was offered to take some 3 axis time in a
friend’s 2-seat QuickSilver MXII around Novem-
ber, when the rain season is over, to get better

feeling. 

The Pouchel flys itself, corrects all my inputs
very well, but I make her look more like a butter-
fly than a plane! Is scary how easily you can over-
control the plane, mostly near the ground, so
time in a large area is a must (at least for me).

Thank you for the great article about our
Pouchel.  I began several mails with some more
information, but was difficult to write what I
wanted to say.  Tried to begin a new mail and
time just kept adding days...

I think is better, like now, just go on without
reading back, this way there is nothing to correct
and the sentences keep adding easily.

I promise to keep on posting as soon I have a
chance to get La Bamba flying in the first months
of next year.  At least our winter is very gentle.

Saludos

Gary Gower

An update from Gary Gower…

Please see the following Web sites from our POU friend. Matthieu BARREAU
(matthieu.barreau@wanadoo.fr) who is building an HM360… (his Grandfather got him started in FLYING
FLEAS): http://inter.action.free.fr   http://pouduciel.free.fr   http://barreau.matthieu.free.fr    

He also likes the Caudron/Riffard aircraft because they are very beautiful, especially the Caudron
"Aiglon"   http://www.byac.org/aiglon.htm   There are two excellent books on Caudron’s airplanes. The refer-
ences are on his Web site: http://inter.action.free.fr

Main Spar con-
struction (note yard
stick) center sec-
tion, top wing and
wing tip spar. 8 ft.,
center section.

Rear Spar, center
section.

Wing Tip Spar,
rear.

Please note:
Made without a
table saw, 1/8” ply
cut with sharp
knife.  3/4” stock
clamped with cin-
der blocks on
garage floor.

This photo was sent in by Carl Hawk.  Thanks Carl.

{
{

}



As for the Flying Flea, my favorite
is the HM-18. I think this is one of
his best models. I wish Georges
Jacquemin would have drawn
plans on the HM-18. I have the
1996 newsletters of the Flea from
Raymond Buckland. I am
acquainted with Frank Easton and
have communicated with Richard
Fraser.

Thank you.
Sincerely,
Cleo C. Nesler EAA#3407
612 N. Lawrence Street
Haviland, KS 67059-9595
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Carl Hawk’s project Letters from you

Note: muffler, no modification.

CYAN MAGENTA YELLOW BLACK

Carl Hawk’s with his POU in October 1999.

This 
Flying
Flea was
built by
George
Dantiacq,
180 Long
Fellow Ln,
Mena, AR
71953.

Nicks and scrapes always occur
during any work with wood or
metal.  File clerks get paper
cuts.  A quick fix is super glue.
I’ve read that it was made for
use in surgery.  A bit on a cut
seals the cut and stops any
pain.  Works particularly well
on cracked finger ends that
occur in the winter.

Julius Junge

BUILDING TIP

Hi POUs,
My name is Holger. I’m Dutch

and I’m a big POU fan. In the
moment I’m building a HM293.
The plane is about 80% ready. 

I’m the only POU builder in Hol-
land at the moment. 

I will also send some pictures
and a small story of my building
experiences.

Thanks,
Holger Van Gent
Hogeweg 76A
5914 Be Venlo
The Netherlands
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Pou du Ciel - France 2002 fly-in travel notes from Marvin Getten

Along with Stan Grapp, I trav-
eled to the Pou du Ciel fly-in at
Monpezat d'Agenois, France with
the encouragement of several
other North American Pou enthu-
siasts whom we would meet up
with in France to enjoy an excep-
tional week of fun, filled to capaci-
ty with things to do, in a beautiful
south of France countryside.

On our way from Paris to the fly-
in on the super fast train (TGV) we
were able to see some of the agri-
cultural crops which included

corn, sunflowers, wheat, grapes
and plums.  We arrived on Thurs-
day. The fly-in started on Saturday.

Meeting with Pierre Mignet and
his lovely wife was just the begin-
ning. We also visited Rodolphe
Grunberg and his wife. The airport
was next to a wheat field with a
turf runway and a blacktop taxi-
way runway. I did not make a list of
the models, but there were two 293
Pou's that flew each day. The silver
one, Yves Segonds', could do
magic tricks.

On Sunday I got a ride in a Cordouan with Michel
Franc. On takeoff we were a hundred feet in the air
and he takes his hand off the stick and says, "you fly
it."  We were still climbing and I looked at the stick
and then outside to get the attitude of the aircraft. I
didn't need to grab the stick because this Pou has a
free-floating wing. It has a moveable trim tab in the
center of the wing and it controls climb and descent
with movement of the stick.  I just pushed it with my
index finger and the Pou leveled off and stayed that
way.

Turning was accomplished by pushing on the rud-
der pedal and we got a coordinated turn using only
the rudder.

This airport is
in a mountain-
ous area, so I
flew down the
valley about ten
miles and did a
180 and went
the other way
for 20 miles. After another 180 we returned to the air-
port, I picked out the runway between fields of wheat 

CYAN MAGENTA YELLOW BLACK

Michel FRANC’s Cordouan

Alain MIGNET, Yves SEGONDS
and Marvin                                     

Marvin GETTEN 
and Stan GRAPP

Stan, Pierre MIGNET, Marvin and Chris FRANK

Continued to page 5
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Continued from page 5

and corn. A mid field crossing and
we were on downwind, I thought
we were too high for final but he
pulled the throttle back and we
descended without putting it in a
dive attitude. When we got close he
added a little power and we were

glued on.

Take off occurred in seven sec-
onds. The free-floating wing made
the ride smooth. Cruise was a hun-
dred miles per hour. I'll say no
more except "I LIKE THIS POU."

Note: Marvin is an original
"Quickie II" builder and Stan
invented (for his employer) the
"Zip-Top" box we all know and use.
Plus, we have all seen Marv/Stan's
FLEA at Oshkosh.

Danny Ebers article showing his
modified slab side fuselage, I found
very interesting. Also his main landing
gear arrangement, consisting of only
quarter inch thick, bent aluminum,
cross braced, seems adequate for what
is obviously a very neatly constructed
and efficient flying machine. “Sans
cowl?” Congratulations Danny.

One thing that Canadians have to
consider? Is that the low cost of $2500
US dollars converts into over four
thousand dollars in Canadian money.

Twenty five years ago when I first
arrived on this continent I wrote
almost forty letters around Christmas
to family and friends back in the old
country! A Gradual “Passing over Jor-
dan” has reduced this to under twenty,
so it is not difficult to feel for Paul Pon-
tois on his recent loss.

The Rudolphe Grunberg article via
the aforementioned Paul shows the
depth of this man’s experience and I
trust that his goal to design and build
a “less than 100kg flying flea” will be
reached shortly. Provided a gross of
200kg is also a part of the dream.

How many two seater “Fleas” are
currently flying on the North Ameri-
can Continent? If None, how does one
obtain time in type?

Does anyone have a viable “Two
Seater Kit” or plans available? Thank-
ing you in anticipation of another
good year.

Yours sincerely, 
Stan Raddon.
1042 Finch Drive
Sarnia Ontario, Canada
N7S 6A7

I recently read Mignet’s book about
his wonderful little Flying Flea, and I
have certainly ‘caught the bug’. I’ve
built 3 aircraft, and have collected
over 300 books on aircraft design, and
100+ sets of plans. I’d like to learn
more about the different Flying Flea
designs with the intent of possibly
building one as my next project, and
to add these details to my collection.

I’m interested in an ultralight ver-
sion of the Flea. I’ve contacted Guy
Francois, and he is sending drawings
for his Butterfly. I’ve also ordered
plans for the HM290 from Falconar. I’d
like to evaluate the E (ultralight) ver-
sion of the HM290 design. And I’ve
ordered plans for the HMl6O from
Raymond Buckland.

I have a couple of questions about
other sources of information (Lascaud
Bifly, Croses Pouplume), and will have
emailed these to you by the time you
receive this letter.

Thanks,
Bill Spencer
6146 Corte Trancas
Pleasanton, CA 94566
925-600-8852
wspencer@probusiness.com

Dear Editor of the POU RENEW,
I am close returning from France

(my fatherland) where I was with the
Mignet family.

I know them since before the death
(1965) of Henri Mignet helped me to
build my first HM 360. Then I built in
France quantity of Pou de Ciel, all dif-
ferent, because I was searching how to
obtain the best efficiency of the wings
location in the way to obtain the best
lift with the less power!

I made several constructions as said,

that are enumerated in the Pou
Review of Raymond Buckland.

I moved to Texas, USA to build a
ground-effect flying boat of the H.M.’s
Formula and made for prototype. Now
I will principiate the fifth that will be
the one asked by the U.S. Coast Guard.
It will be all aluminum, wide enough
to seat three or four people side by
side (upon the same seat) with the
propeller and engine rear. The folding
wings tips for easy low on the road and
it be also for the private people. 

One of the reasons for its acceptance
is that it is considered by the Coast
Guard as a boat (that also can fly) and
don’t require all the things that are asked
by the aircraft’s administration, thus not
requiring the aircraft science to be oper-
ated, because it is so easy and secure to
fly that the Coast Guard inspector who
came to see and try it was able to pilot it
instantaneously although he never had
piloted any aircraft.

The sole restriction is that it must be
operated only over the waters and at
low altitude, better into “the ground-
effect” zone. 

Of course, I will give all the informa-
tion in the “POU RENEW” at time and
also others articles.

This H.M.’s Formula is more fantas-
tic than people could imagine and
likely when some of their units will be
flying and seen at Oshkosh (in flight)
they will afford very much interest!

I will be glad to answer any ques-
tions pertaining to the Flying Flea.
Also give advice on modification
ideas.  Since 1932 we have been build-
ing these POUs in France.  We have
experience in building several models.
My goal is to improve the formula.

Sincerely yours,
Michel Descatha
292 Kings Hwy. Ste. A
Brownsville, TX 78521-4232

Letters from you
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Grunberg’s HM.293
Ultralight, Folding Wings

More Than 
130 In Flight

or under 
construction

Construction manual and detailed drawings
with French-English translation brochure

US $70 (plus $8 postage)

Paul PONTOIS
1890 Rang des Chutes - Sainte Ursule

Quebec-JOK3MO-CANADA
819-228-3159 • Fax: 819-228-4138
E-mail: pontois@mail.atou.qc.ca

Falconar Avia Inc., 7739 - 81 Ave., 
Edmonton Alberta T6C 0V4

780-465-2024 • Fax: 780-465-2029

HIPEC® FLEXIBLE FINISHES
for Fabric, Metal and Other Materials

$ U.S. 30 
$ U.S. 5 postage and handling per CD

DON CAMPBELL
221 N LASALLE STE 3117
CHICAGO IL  60601-1553

Allow two weeks for delivery

CD of 1994 Book
by Henri Mignet

(Three videos included on CD.
Original 665 page text in French,

with numerous pictures.  Includes revised HM.14
plans.  All HMs through HM.1000.)

Many thanks for the POU RENEW.  (Referring to issue 3)
The tracing of H.M.’s early flight days is interesting (I have
the Le Sport de l’air) and was done, also by the late Harold
Best-Denencee (H.M.’s official biographer and friend from
the 30s—his biography was finished about 15 years ago,
but Harold died of a heart attack and it has not yet went
into print).  Harold found the café H.M. had used and
located an old man who had helped H.M.

Bit of history of the POU at Shuttle North Trust (not
allowed to fly)—H.M.14 G-AEBB; built 1936 by a K. Owen.
First engine Henderson 1,300 cc.  Allowed to fly to June
1938.  Put in storage.  Donated to South Hampton Cadet
Sqdn. in 1941.  Donated to Trust in 1967, engine replaced
by Scott Squirrel for taxiing purposes.  I have always
thrown out a challenge, these engines were useless!  No
takers yet!

The G-ADMH on your newsletter was rapidly changes to
a Canden-Ford engine to get it to fly! (from a Squirrel).

Chris Baldwin

Dear sirs,
I made up a scrap wood scarfing jig for plywood on my

HM290E. One-half inch scrap on 1/32” plywood. One Arm-
strong moving part. Can make up a drawing of it, if you
would like to publish it.

Also a very simple jig for bending the wing locking parts.

Very truly yours,
T/SGT. James C. Guy
U.S.A.F. (Ret.)
10065 Irwin Road
Irwin, OH 43029

The two articles by Mr. Bell were fantastic.

Del Cross
6600 Jefferson Street
Groves, TX 77619
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About the POU RENEW…
The POU RENEW is the official newsletter featuring

Henri Mignet’s designs: Pou-du-Ciel, also known as the
“Flying-Flea”, and other designs derived from it.   The
newsletter is a source of information for all enthusiasts
who own or love the POU, and who are building, will
build, or have built a Flying-Flea. 

POU RENEW is published quarterly in January, April,
July,  and October.  Subscription rates are US $12, any-
where outside the US $18.  Overseas subscriptions by
cash or international money order only.  Back issues are
$3.00 each issue.

We encourage you to send letters, articles, comments,
needs, etc., to: POU RENEW, c/o The Independent-Regis-
ter, PO Box 255, Brodhead, WI  53520-0255.   E-mail us at:
pou@indreg.com.  

Expired!
Many thanks to all of you who have sent in their

subscription in support of the POU RENEW! Your
mailing label shows when your subscription expires. If
you have the word expired on your label your subscrip-
tion is DUE and you risk the chance of not receiving the
next issue of the newsletter.  If you would like to receive
the POU RENEW Newsletter, please send your subscrip-
tion dues to POU RENEW, c/o The Independent-Register,
P.O. Box 255, Brodhead, WI  53520-0255.  

If you move, please promptly inform the POU RENEW. The
USPO informs the POU RENEW with a postage due notice
which is payable by POU RENEW.  Informing us that you will
be moving helps keep the subscription rates down.

Disclaimer:  The newsletter is published to provide a common means of com-
munication among builders, owners and historians of  Flea style aircraft. The newslet-
ters are a compilation of ideas and data from various sources. Technical material in the
newsletter is for reference and education only and its use is not recommended by the
POU RENEW, nor the newsletter editor, or  The Independent-Register publishing
company,  nor by any member of the POU RENEW.  POU RENEWdoes not sanction,
nor does it accept responsibility for, participation by any member, or other reader, at
any fly-ins,  gatherings, or events that may be mentioned herein.

Hi Gang!

Thought the enclosed photos might be of inter-
est for use in your POU RENEW if you care to use
them.

This machine is in the French Musee de l’Air, at
the Le Bourget Airport near Paris. A marvelous
collection!

Best Wishes,
Bill Hannan
Hannan’s Runway
Box 210
Magalia, CA 95954

CYAN MAGENTA YELLOW BLACK


